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Six search words from random word generator, I know the words before start of session. 

Note: The word generator had only generated six words, one of the spaces in the middle was blank. 
I generate another six words. 

Stairs Fingers Lion Belt Apple Buffalo

Something large, bulging, blue, fairly round, like a big meatball shaped, it has got ripples all across its 
front so it is not a smooth solid surface there. It looks like a big pinyata, darker blue on the sides and 
light blue on the front belly and all made out of thick light weight paper hairs. 

11:28 AM Secondary stage

It feels puffy and inflated and bloated inside like it has expanded and feels stretched out on the 
belly. Under it on the floor there is a flat red circle. 

I put a hand against the blue element, a gust of wind appears and blows from down to up and all the 
paper hairs rise up. It's like a mop with those long thick soft fibers. I touch the right side on the 
drawing of the blue element and there is movement there that I cannot quite describe. It is not a 
living being this is not a living animal the blue element. The red circle again this time it rises up to try 
to get to above the blue element. 

Probe red circle: Strange sensations about how it can be handled and felt. 

I will probe the back side of the blue and then that is enough of probing to keep these sessions 
similar: Lifeless, dead, this is not a living being. 

11:34 AM End RV. 

The fibers that I drew are similar to fingers. During the session, logic or me kept thinking that I could 
have a buffalo pinyata or toy. I do not like the distraction of having the search words. The target 
image is not blue and there is no recognizable red flat circle anywhere. There is a living being and I 
sensed that the fingers are not part of a living being. The correlation is very poor. Was the 
impression of the many paper or soft fabric fibers generated by logic that knew one of the search 
words to be "fingers", or was I sensing the fingers on the target image by RV? 



I cannot grade these sessions with consideration to the protocol, I grade purely based on the 
correlation so the speculation as to where information comes from (logic or RV) is irrelevant for 
grading purposes. It pains me to give this session a C because of the fingers, when normally I might 
have given this an F. Grade is C but it really does not deserve it. 

Image source https://www.dailymail.co.uk/sciencetech/article-6800869/Demand-Apples-iPhone-
gone-bad-worse-analysts-claim.html
Image link https://i.dailymail.co.uk/1s/2019/03/12/20/10895968-6800869-image-a-28_
1552420990989.jpg

11:40 AM End session. 


